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Estalblishing shot. Desert.
„The Desert B_“

A man is walking towards the 
camera.

Close shot to the legs walking th-
rough the sand.

Clos shut of the walk and the bag 
the man is carrying. 

Clouds pan by slowly.



Close up shot of the head and we 
see it is Major Grubert wearing his 
helmet and walking through the 
Desert B_ .

Clouds pan slowly by.

Still shot od the desert.

Major Grubert walks into the 
picture.

He stops in the middle of the 
picture.



Frontal shot of Major Grubert against 
a blue sky.

He holds up the bag.

Close up shot of the bag which he 
wants to open.



He opens the bag.

A close up shot of Majors Gruberts 
face.

The helmet is casting a shadow 
over his face and you only see a 
tiny spot for his eye looking into 
the bag.

We are looking into a dark and 
seemingly empty bag ...



... but then lights n sparks fly out of 
the bag.

The camera zooms into ther bag 
and more lights and sparks pass 
by.

Then we fly through the art of 
Moebius ... Cover of books, comic 
pages and illustrations.



We seem to be getting closer to the 
end of the bag and it seem we are 
heading train rails.

We come to a full stop infront the 
final station of a metro line.

We see the sideview of the metro 
train standing in the station.



The doors of the Metro train open 
up with a hissing sound and we see  
Moebius standing inside.

Close up shot of Moebius who is 
looking around where he is?

Outside shot of a desert in which 
an entrance to the Metro stand. 



Moebius climbs slowly out of the 
Metro entrance.

He looks around ...

... and get surprised by something 
that suddenly flies over his head. 

(It is Arzac on his bird)



Moebius looks after it wondetring ... 

... but gets surprised again when 
a man on a horse rides passt him. 
Whirling Moebius in a dust cloud.

(The ride is Blueberry)

The dust slowly clears...



... and we see Moebius looking into 
the distance.

Point of view shot.
We see the Max Ernst Museum in the middle of the Desert B_.
Arzac has landet and Blueberry is securing his horse to go in. 

There is a line of people already waiting to get in and in the back-
ground we see spaceships cruising the sky and coming closer to 

land at the Museum.


